ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is now being used with great success in conjunction with laboratory techniques such as chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) (Robertson et al., 2007) , micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion (Schones et al., 2008) , and FAIRE (Gaulton et al., 2010) . A standard high-throughput NGS run can typically produce several million short-read sequence tags (Mardis, 2008) . The number and length of the sequence tags varies depending on the particular experiment and the platform on which it was run (Mardis, 2008) . A standard run on a single lane of the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform produces upwards of 200 million tags ranging anywhere from 36 to 100 bp in length. These tags are then typically aligned to a reference genome using a short-read tag alignment algorithm such as Eland or Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009 ). Further analysis is often dependent on the nature of the experiment and the personal preferences of the investigator.
The use of sequence tag extension in NGS analysis is used to adjust for the length of DNA that was sequenced and to smooth data at portions of the genome which may have been poorly * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
† The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the first two authors should be regarded as joint First Authors sampled (Pepke et al., 2009) . Tag extensions are justified by the relatively short sequence tag lengths produced by the majority of high-throughput platforms. The short sequence tag represents the 5 end of a larger DNA strand that was sequenced. The length of the extension should reflect the true length of the DNA population that was sequenced. These extended tags are then typically overlaid on top of each other in a genome-wide tag frequency map. Regions of interest can then be examined independently or as an average across multiple similarly classified regions. Currently, researchers will extend their mapped sequence tags based on known biology such as 146 bp extensions in the case of a mononucleosome sequencing run (Zhang et al., 2009) or an extension based on the estimated length of the DNA during the pre-sequencing library preparation protocol (Pepke et al., 2009) . This article describes an algorithm, ArchTEx (Architectural Tag Extender), which identifies the average length of the DNA fragments that were sequenced using cross-correlation of single-read sequencing. ArchTEx also provides a method for quick extraction and visualization of individual sites of interest using the optimal tag extension as predicted by cross-correlation. ArchTEx can output the results in a format readable by other NGS analysis packages (Lai and Buck, 2010) , clustering software, and can be uploaded to UCSC genome browser.
IMPLEMENTATION

Architecture
ArchTEx was designed and coded in Java 1.6. Graphical visualizations of the data are implemented through the open source java packages JFreechart and JCommon (JFree; JFree). The input file is a compiled BAM file produced by the short-read tag alignment algorithm Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) . BAM file management is controlled by the picard-tools java package (samtools). The number of CPU cores to utilize can also be specified by the user for improved run times. ArchTEx can be run on any platform possessing Java 1.6 or newer.
Design
The main workflow of DNA length prediction performed by ArchTEx is depicted in Figure 1 . ArchTEx begins by randomly sampling uniquely mapped sequence tags from each chromosome from the input BAM alignment file. By default, the sequence tags from 10 to 50 kb regions are randomly sampled from each chromosome. Repeated random sampling helps reduce the dangers W.K.M.Lai et al.
Fig. 1.
After initial sorting and parsing of all sequence tags, the genome-wide cross-correlation calculated at each base pair shift from 1 to 1000 bp between forward and reverse sequence tags. Sample output after cross-correlation of an S.cerevisiae MNase-Seq experiment.
of outliers skewing the cross-correlation. Each random sample is then parsed into two separate files containing the forward and reverse tags, respectively. Each forward and reverse subfile is then sorted by sequence tag start site in order to allow every tag to be processed in order of genomic position. ArchTEx then counts how many tag start sites are present for every base pair for both forward and reverse strands. The data from each of the random samples are then merged and the reflective Pearson correlation is then calculated between these tag populations by comparing the tag counts at each base [Equation (1) (1)
The strand shift is calculated by adjusting which reverse tag counts are correlated to the forward tags by sliding the reverse strand one base and performing the correlation to the forward tag counts. This process is calculated for all strand shifts from 1 to 1000 bp. ArchTEx then outputs the genome-wide correlations of the forward tags to the reverse tags at all strand shifts and the strand shift which produced the highest genome-wide correlation.
Runtime
Estimated runtimes for ArchTEx's DNA length estimation depend on the number of random regions sampled as well as the number of CPU cores devoted to the program. The speed of ArchTEx decreases as the number of random regions sampled increases. Correspondingly, increasing the number of cores used by ArchTEx will result in a decrease in computational time. In addition, larger BAM files will reduce the speed of ArchTEx due to the computational requirements of parsing large amounts of reads. For example, ArchTEx using 2 cores on a human BAM file containing 25 million sequence tags will take ∼3 min to complete. Extracting 27 000 transcription start sites (TSSs) in human from the same file using 2 CPU's takes ∼1 min.
Output
ArchTEx graphically displays the cross-correlation plot showing the peaks of predicted DNA length as depicted in Figure 1 . The cross-correlation data at each base pair are also made immediately available for download for further analysis. ArchTEx allows for the immediate extraction of sites of interest using any input BAM file and a user-specified tag extension. This data are graphically presented by ArchTEx and made available for download for alternative analysis. MNase-Seq data from for TSSs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae are shown in Figure 1 (Rizzo et al., 2011) .
RESULTS
The accuracy of ArchTEx was confirmed for ChIP-Seq and MNaseSeq datasets by comparing ArchTEx's extended data from singleend reads to the actual sequenced fragments from paired-end experiments (Ercan et al., 2011; Kent et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2010) ( Supplementary Figs 1-3 ). The problems of improper extensions such as peak shifting and bi-modal peak formation may be avoided using the predicted extension provided by ArchTEx ( Supplementary  Fig. 4 ), although these problems may persist if the length of DNA in the experiment is highly variable. ArchTEx provides immediate visualization of the tag distribution at individual regions of interest. This will be helpful in analysis of a variety of different NGS experiments including but not limited to ChIP-Seq, MNase-Seq and FAIRE-Seq.
